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Skill Moves + Dribbling + Defender 

 

 
 

Instructions: Players evenly split between all 4 cones. Goalkeepers/Defenders 
in front of the nets. Players dribble up to the cone, execute a skill move to go 
past the cone, and try to beat the goalkeeper/defender. Players who do not 
properly execute around the cone do toe-taps. They do not have to do toe-taps if 
the defender/goalkeeper stops them. Switch Goalkeeper/defender ever so often. 

 
Coaching Points: The goalkeeper/defender is an added obstacle. The idea 
behind having this is after we execute a skill move we need to pick our head up 
and take on the new challenge. Encourage them to use the skill move against the 
goalkeeper/defender. 
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Short Passes + Communication + Defending 

Instructions: Pair players up into groups of two. They need 1 ball between 
them. Pick 2-3 defenders. Players who are paired up with the ball will move 
around the field trying to connect as many short passes through the gates as 
possible. If a defender steals the ball, they have to work together to steal the 
ball back. If the defender is able to dribble the ball off the field, they lose all 
their points.  

Coaching Points: Encourage players who are on offense to communicate and 
work together. If they lose they ball they need to work together on regaining 
possession of the ball quickly. Quick short passes and moving quickly to the next 
gate. They cannot pass through the same gate back to back. 
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Objective :
Players start to move in different directions with the ball and to evade defenders. Use different surfaces 
to change direction and introduce timing

Organization: Split the available space into as 
many 1v1 channels as possible (roughly 
8x12). Play 1v1 to end lines. Coach can serve 
the ball or always have the ball start at one 
end. Switch sides each time. Goal is scored by 
stopping on/close to end line.

Progressions : Make it a competition – count 
your goals. Introduce Step-over & scissors 
skill move. Award extra goals for great
moves/changes of direction.

Activity 2 :
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